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Thank you!
Everyone has been so helpful this week supporting the
children and staff in making the necessary adjustments to
enable the new routines to work smoothly, it is very much
appreciated.
One Change!
From Monday 14th September, Year 6 and Year 5 will swap
classrooms. This is will help us get the best possible use from
each class room space and accommodate the number of
children in each class.
We wish you all a lovely weekend together
Willow Class
A huge welcome to all the children and their families in
Willow Class. The children have had lots of fun this week
exploring their new learning areas, making new friends
and meeting their teachers.
Sycamore Class
We have had a great start to our new school year with
lots of brilliant work. We've been getting into the new
routines of Year 1 and being in our bubble, and Mr
Butcher has been really impressed by all the lovely smiley
faces coming into school every day. We’ve had our first
Wild Tribe session and went on a nature hunt. Mr Butcher
says we will do this every term so that we can see how
the season's change in our school grounds.
Beech Class
What a wonderful first full week. We enjoyed the
autumn sunshine and went on a scavenger hunt in
the orchard. We found lots wiggly worms, apples,
spiders, mushrooms and even a toad! We have
looked for signs of Autumn and done some beautiful
leaf rubbings too.
Chestnut Class
There have been brilliant discussions and ideas shared
about the importance of responsibility and kindness.
The children drew pictures which represented kindness
with chalk on the playground. All the colours together
really looked beautiful. We have explored the
wonderful and unusual items we can find in our dreams
using the book ‘Jack and the Dreamsack’.

Elm class
Everyone has really enjoyed their outdoor learning this
week. They investigated the shape of the leaf and used
it as a stencil to create their own leaves filled with a
range of different patterns. They thought about the
different line and tone that they could use. Well done,
Elm Class!

Pine Class
In English, Pine class have been busy mapping out
our exciting new story 'Kensuke's Kingdom' by
Michael Morpurgo. We took our learning outside
and created some 'freeze frames' of our favourite
events from the story so far.

Oak Class
Oak class had a fun time this week pond dipping and
using sketch books to explore lines in nature. Everyone is
enjoying their Wild Tribe lessons and they should be proud
of their amazing leaf sketches.

Being the Best you can Be

Be Positive

Be Responsible

Be Fair

Be Respectful

Be Kind

